…a common sight in
California…and elsewhere.

Chapter Outlines

NOTE: This is intended to help students ‘organize’ their
understanding of each topic. It is not a comprehensive study guide
for quizzes or midterms, i.e. study your text!

Mass Wasting

Mass wasting is a natural result of weathering on slopes. Simply put, gravity pulls loose rock and soil
downhill. Mass wasting is the process of erosion whereby rock, soil, and other earth materials move down
a slope because of gravitational forces. It proceeds at variable rates of speed and is largely dependent on
the water saturation levels and the steepness of the terrain. A rapid and destructive mass-wasting event is
called a landslide; if the movement is slow enough that it cannot be seen in motion, it is called creep.
Mass wasting – downhill movement of masses of bedrock, rock debris or soil, driven by the pull of gravity
 landslides have been far more costly in the U.S., in terms of both lives and dollars,
than all other geologic and weather hazards combined
 mass wasting is, with proper planning, perhaps the most easily avoidable of all
major geologic hazards
Gravity
 …provides downward force on all matter (shear force)
 …it also provides the ‘normal force’ perpendicular to Earth’s surface (shear resistance)
 When contributing factors cause shear force to overcome shear resistance then the
material will move downslope

Shear force
and shear
resistance

Mass Wasting Follows Weathering
 Weathering weakens rock and produces a layer of rock debris called regolith.
 Mass wasting provides a ‘short distance transit system’ for regolith.
 Streams are the long distance transit system for regolith.

Classification of Mass Wasting
 Rate of movement
o
From < 1cm/year to greater than >100 km/hour
 Type of material
o From solid bedrock to debris (unconsolidated material at Earth’s surface)
 Type of movements
o
flow, slide, or fall

The surface material is
weakened from weathering

Types of Movement
 Flow – descending mass moves downhill as a viscous fluid
 Slide – descending mass remains relatively intact, and descends along well-defined surfaces
o translational slide - movement along plane parallel to motion
o rotational slide (slump) – movement along a curved surface
 Fall – material free-falls or bounces down a cliff
Factors Controlling Mass Wasting
 Slope - shear forces are maximized by gravity on steeper slopes
Saturated sand
grains forced apart
 Relief – elevation change from top of mountains/hills to valley floor
by water; mixture
 Thickness of layer(s) of loose rock, debris, soil
flows easily.
 Orientation of planes of weakness in bedrock – parallel to surface often means less stable
 Climatic factors
o Ice in the ground (permafrost)
o precipitation
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Examples of
Flow, Fall,
Slide, Slump

This slope is weakened due to:
• Removal of vegetation
• Addition of water near the top
• ‘undercutting’ near the bottom
• Addition of fill near the top





Presence of water – lubricant and added weight
Lack of vegetation – no roots to hold rock/soil in place
Triggers
o Seismic activity, added weight to hillside, undercutting bottom of slope

Common Types of Mass Wasting (there can be some overlapping of types)
 Creep (or soil creep)
o very slow downslope movement of soil
o major contributing factors include water in soil, daily freeze-thaw cycles, trampling &
burrowing of animals, etc.
o can be costly to maintain homes, etc., on creeping ground as foundations, walls, pipes and
driveways crack and shift downslope over time
o its effects include: tilted fence posts, retaining walls, trees, and strata

Signs of ‘soil creep’



1999 debris flow
in Venezuela







Slumps (rotational slide)
Slump
o Slumps occur when regolith on steep slopes is saturated.
o Slumps combine a collapse movement at the top and a flow
movement at the base.
o Slumps pull away from slopes with slip movement along a curved plane.
o Produce a breakaway scarp and slump blocks
o Lower part of slump flows forward as the ‘toe’
Flows - mass wasting in which motion takes place throughout the moving mass (as a viscous fluid)
o earthflow - debris moves downslope, slowly or rapidly, as a very viscous fluid.
Predominantly fine grained, often with vegetation cover intact.
o debris flow – coarse materials (gravel to boulders) predominate
Rockfall in
o mudflow - flowing mixture of debris and water, usually down a channel
Yosemite
• coarse materials predominate, but much more water than debris flow
• most common in desert & semi-desert regions
• mudflows occur after torrential rains on bare or burned-over hillsides
• Common in southern California
Debris avalanches are very rapid and turbulent (a very fast debris flow)
Rock avalanche - a very rapidly moving rockslide, turbulent mass of broken-up bedrock
Rockfall - when a block of bedrock breaks free and falls or bounces down a cliff
o commonly an apron of fallen rock fragments (talus) accumulates at cliff base
Debris slide - a coherent mass of debris moving along a well-defined surface
Rockslide - the rapid sliding of a mass of bedrock along an inclined surface of weakness
(usually breaks into pieces once slide has started)

Preventing Landslides
 Construct retaining wall with drains
 Don’t over-steepen slopes during construction
 Remove all rock that is prone to sliding
 Don’t add weight to unstable slopes
 Avoid saturating a slope with water
 ‘Stitch’ together outcrop
 Keep slopes well vegetated
 Don’t remove support at the base of a slope (don’t undercut)

‘Rock bolts’ are anchored deep in the ground
to hold surface material in place

It is important to know the susceptibility of a slope to mass wasting before building any road or structure!
What is the most common form of landslide in the northern California foothills?
 Earth flows and slumps
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